
Wishing Star
Earrings



What You'll Need

 

 

 

6mm Czech Bicone Crystals, Capri Blue, SKU 10686728

6mm Czech Crystal Rounds, Labrador Half Coat, SKU 10686784 

 

John Bead Size 10/0 Czech Seed Beads, Silver, SKU 10416635

 

Wildfire Beading Thread, .006 Frost, SKU 10104818

Size #10 Beading Needle, SKU 10332394

 

Sterling Silver Ear Wires, SKU 10698275

Sterling Silver Eye Pins, SKU 10698280

Sterling Silver Jump Rings 5mm, SKU 10698288

 

Beading Mat, SKU 10348546

Precision Scissors, SKU 10591717

 

Wire Working Tools: SKU 10334538

Chain Nose Pliers

Round Nose Pliers

Flush Cutters 

 

Intermediate Beadweaving

1 Hour Class 

Share your designs with us!

#JohnBead

#MakeItWithMichaels 

Join the John Bead Facebook Group! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/Beadprojectsfromjohnbead
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Beadprojectsfromjohnbead


Create with crystal in any colors following this classic design

that can become a flower, star, or snowflake!  

Abbreviations

S10 - Size 10/0 Czech Seed Bead

B6 - Size 6mm Bicone Crystal

R6 - Size 6mm Round Crystal 

Step 1 

Start with 45 inches of beading thread and a size #10 beading

needle. Leaving a 7" tail to weave in later, [string (1)B6 and

(1)S10] three times.

Join into a loop and reinforce by passing back through all the

beads twice.  

Step 2

Weave to exit from the next B6. String (1)S10,

(1)B6, (1)S10, (1)B6, and (1)S10. Go back through

the bicone you're exiting. Loop around again to

reinforce. Continue to exit from the first B6

added in this step.  



Step 3

String (1)S10, (1)B6, (1)S10, (1)B6, and (1)S10. Go back through the bicone

you're exiting. Loop around again to reinforce. Continue to exit from the

inside B6. Repeat this step twice more. 

Step 4

With you thread exiting from the

last B6, add (1)S10 and continue  up

through the adjacent B6. String

(1)S10, (1)B6, and (1)S10. Close up

the final point by going back

through the first B6.Loop around to

reinforce. 



Step 5 

Weave to exit from an outside S10. String (9)S10. Go through the next S10 on

the other side of the B6. Weave through the next B6, S10, B6, and S10. Add

another loop of (9)S10 and go through the next S10 on the other side of the

B6. Repeat once more, then weave to exit from the next S10, as shown.

Step 6 

Repeat Step 5, filling in the petals over each open B6. 

Step 7

Weave in remaining working thread

and beginning tail thread, reinforcing

the S10 around the crystals, then trim

excess.

Working with round nose pliers place

an R6 on an eye pin and form a loop.

Open a 5mm jump ring and use it to

attach the eye pin to one of the loops

seed beads. Attach an ear wire to the

top of the eye pin. 

Repeat all steps for a second earring.   


